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This invention relates to athletic boxing gloves, and 
particularly to boxing gloves in which the punching body 
is inflated with air. This application is an improvement 
on copending application filed March 3, 1955, Serial No. 
491,868, Div. 62. 

Boxing gloves in which the punching body is inflated 
with air has the advantage of being very light in weight, 
and may be inflated as soft or as firm as the boxers wish. 
Being designed for exercise and fun and action rather 
than for knockouts, they have the advantage of being safe 
for children as well as adults. 

In copending application the air pressure on the fist 
pocket is relied upon to hold the air inflated boxing glove 
to the fist. The present improvement comprises means 
to keep the fist pocket open and free for the hand to slip 
in or out easily when the punching body is inflated with 
2. 

Other improvements are to increase their safety for 
heavier punching, and their usefulness by replacing the 
outer punching body proper should it become worn or 
damaged beyond repair. 

Further objects of construction will become more ap 
parent when read in conjunction with the following draw 
ings in which: 

Figure 1 illustrates an air inflated boxing glove partly 
broken away to show a rigid circular shell fist pocket sur 
rounded by replaceable protective balloons and replace 
able outer punching body. 

Figure 2 illustrates a partial top view of the outer 
punching body proper of Figure 1, showing wide beaded 
neck and conventional air inflating means. 

In Figure 1 is shown a complete air inflated glove that 
is sufficiently substantial in construction to withstand even 
heavy punching. It has a rigid shell fist pocket 61 cir 
cular in form, surrounded by a series of individually 
spaced and detachable balloons 66, 67, and 68 to act as 
cushions. 

Fist pocket 61 extends from angular open neck 60 
down to semi-globular bottom 63. This rigid fist pocket 
may be made of rigid plastic, light metal or other suitable 
material. It is rigid so that the air pressure from inflated 
balloons surrounding it does not have any effect on col 
lapsing it, and the hand is free to enter and come out 
freely. 

Within lower portion of fist pocket 61 is a hand grasp 
64 extending from one wall to the other, held secure by 
rivets 65 through the pocket wall into the grasp 65. 
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As the fist pocket shell progresses upward from about 

the middle, there are steps 62 which make the diameter 
Smaller. This gives the fist more room than the wrist 
and improves the looks of the glove. The bottom of each 
step is grooved 62a for the purpose of retaining the elastic 
70 encircling the beaded neck portion 69 of each balloon. 
The lower portion of outer side of fist pocket is sur 

rounded by balloon 66, its neck held in groove 62a at 
the bottom of 62 by elastic 70, which balloon is of heavier 
wall thickness than 67 and 68 to absorb and yet hold 
away any blow against 63. Air is blown into conven 
tional air stem with stopper 72a which air enters 66a 
through the air stem opening 72 in fist pocket wall and 
makes the air compartment 66a. 

Middle portion of outer fist pocket has similar arrange 
ment of balloon 67 surrounding it including the balloon 
66. It is similarly held at one 62a at the bottom of one 
62, and similarly inflated through air stem 73a, which air 
goes down through air inlet 73 in wall of fist pocket 
into section between balloons 66 and 67 making the air 
chamber 67a. 

68 is the outer balloon or punching body proper, and 
71 is its air inflating means. 

In use first balloon 66 is blown up making air com 
partment 66a. Then balloon 67 is blown up making air 
compartment 67a. Balloon 68 is blown up last making 
air compartment 68a. Hand is slipped into fist pocket 
6 to encircle hand grasp 64. This forms a light sturdy 
punching glove well protected to cause any injury. 

Having described the air inflated boxing gloves in detail, 
the improvements I claim as novel and useful over co 
pending application are as follows: 

1. An air inflated boxing glove including an inner 
elastic balloon having an opening with an interiorly 
spaced rigid fist pocket extending into the balloon from 
the opening thereof, means for inflating the balloon 
through the wall of the fist pocket, a second inflatable 
balloon spaced exteriorly about the inner balloon from 
the vicinity of said opening forming a protective airpocket 
at the bottom of the fist pocket, means for inflating the 
Second balloon, an outer balloon forming a punching 
body spaced exteriorly about said second balloon from 
the vicinity of said opening and having a wide beaded 
neck at Said opening, means for inflating said outer bal 
loon, said fist pocket having means for retaining said 
balloons assembled therewith, and elastic means encircling 
the beaded neck of said outer balloon to retain the same 
in air tight relation about the open end of said fist pocket. 

2. An air inflated boxing glove according to claim 1, 
in which the fist pocket and balloons are all separable 
from each other. 
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